A personalized form was sent to every Section Chair and those that did not reply online, were handed out the form in the 101st R8 Meeting in Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Section Chairs were asked to choose between the three following choices for every branch in their Section:

Active
Inactive
Do not know
42.9% Answer
57.1% No Answer

Sections Answers
Student Branches Status per Section

- **Austria**
  - Active: 20%
  - Inactive: 80%

- **Bahrain**
  - Inactive: 100%

- **Bulgaria**
  - Active: 75%
  - Inactive: 25%

- **Belarus**
  - Active: 100%

- **Bosnia and Herzegovina**
  - Active: 80%
  - Inactive: 20%

- **Croatia**
  - Active: 100%
176/270 SBs are Active
58/270 SBs are Inactive
36/270 SBs are in an unknown situation
Approach Student Branch Chairs of dormant student branches and inactive Sections with personal emails and a form

Approach Student Branch Counselors and Chairs of dormant student branches and inactive Sections with personal emails and a form

Recognize the reasons of inactivity and propose solutions such as cookbook, event guidance and keeping contact as advisors

Reward Section Chairs for having successful and active student branches in their Section (motion needed)
One student from each inactive student branch that will fill the form and participate in the revitalization project will be eligible to be funded (registration fee) for the SYP ’14

Funding support from R8 SAC will be also provided to the dormant student branches for their first event/student activity
Thank you!